List of 138 Topics discussed
WALA Conferences 2008-2015

2008 Ciudad Real (14 topics)


6. El Aeropuerto de Ciudad Real, el AVE, el tren de mercancías y las autopistas. El mutimodalismo como variable esencial para la optimización de los modos aéreos y ferroviario, Escolástico Gonzalez, España, 2008


12. Possible exoneration of airport from liability for bird strike damage, Ante Matijaca, Croatia, 2008


2009 Ciudad Real (22 topics)


16. Airport Program Development – An Environmental Perspective. Mark Skjervem, Parsons, 2009


18. Airports insurances. Daniel Crispe United Kingdom, 2009


22. The Stats and ther touristic resources. Challenges ced with air transport and airports transporte aéreo y los aeropuertos. Julio Facal, Uruguay, 2009

23. The airport concession system in Chile and freee competition. Raul Mera Ziroti, Chile, 2009

24. Outsourcing airport security. Private security Eduardo Gonzalez, España, 2009


28. Legal consequences of increasing knowledge on birdlife and bird strike prevention, Ante Matijaca, 2009


30. Property and Airports Management. ANA airports network case. Francisco Sebastian, Portugal, 2009

31. Consumer protection to the airports users. Fernando Martinez Sanz, España, 2009

32. Responsibility of the cargo operator at the airport. Consequences to third parties. Graciela Maglio, Argentina, 2009

33. Liability of the Airport Operator. General aspects. General or special. Contractual or extra Contractual. Objective or subjective. Limited or unlimited. Eduardo flores del Castillo, Peru, 2009

34. Explotation of commercial areas within the airports. Esperanza Pereira, España, 2009

35. The installation of special courts in Brazilian airports. Emiliana Alves Lara, Brasil, 2009

36. Airport Insurance, Julio Sanchez Vega, Venezuela, 2009
2010 Lisbon (13 topics)


38. Airport slots policies. Congested airports. National public interest vs. European policies. Airport operator interest vs. airlines interest. Mark Wilson; NetJets Europe; Brian Day, Canada & Andrew Charlton, Switzerland, 2010


40. Airport charges in Latinoamérica. Fernando Ocampo Vázquez, 2010

41. ANA and the portuguese airport’s system. The privatization of ANA. Francisco Sebastian, Portugal, 2010.

42. ANA and the portuguese system of airports. Maria Jose Viegas, Portugal, 2010

43. Aviation & Environment, Addressing climate change. Paul Steel, IATA, 2010

44. Aviation impact on the environment, New Lisbon Airport and the environment, studies, works and goals. Paula Alves, Portugal, 2010

45. Estado da arte do direito público brasileiro: o direito ambiental e o direito aeronáutico, Adyr da Silva, Brasil, 2010

46. International Airports commitment to application of principles of sustainability embodied in the airport’s strategic plan and daily decision making processes, Dan Bergman, USA, 2010

47. AESA and OBSA: developing aviation sustainability. César Velarde Catolfi-Salvoni España, 2010

48. Polish Aviation Legal Structure, Michal Jaworsky, Poland, 2010

49. Welcome to Pleasure Dome Airport, Andrew Charlton, Aviation Advocacy, 2010
2011 Dallas (20 topics)


51. Airport charges collection: IATA services. Arnaud Franq, IATA, 2011


53. Airport concessions and regulation in Portugal – where are we now? Francisco Sebastian, 2011.


55. Airports and the environment. Sarah Walls. USA, 2011


58. Airport law: independence from the aeronautical law. Gustavo Lipkin, Argentina, 2011

59. EU Directive on airport charges. Are the states ready for that? What airports have to do?. Ante Matijaca, Croatia, 2011


61. ICAO and Airports. Legal Perspectives. Benoit Verhaegen, ICAO. 2011

82. Airport Regulation. The role of state regulating entities. Juan C. Zevallos Ugarte, Peru, 2011

63. Responsibility for damages as a result of terrorists acts at airports. Norberto Luongo, Argentina, 2011

64. Tax collection and taxes on tickets: technologies and processes for its audit and optimization. Olivier Layly, Integrated Aviation Services, 2011

65. Tax pressure on the airport service. Towards a tax regime which promotes investments and development of the service. Alejandro Messineo. Argentina, 2011

66. The potential of cross border cooperation in regional airports - Does the Eureg/Interreg Program of the EU serve as an example?, Michael Siebold, Germany, 2011


68. Who takes the haircut? Supreme Court of Canada on aircraft seizure and detention remedies. Brian Day, Canada, 2011

2012 Amsterdam (15 topics)

70. Airport design. Towards the restate of rules and standards. Marcelo Minoliti, Argentina, 2012

71. Airport information sharing. ops & legal challenges. Etienne van Zuijlen, The Netherlands, 2012

72. Airport Slots. Juridical Aspects. Peter Macara, United Kingdom, 2012


74. Airports concessions and competition law. English High Court found Heathrow Airport to have abused its dominant position. Purple Parking Limited case. Brian Day, Canada, 2012

75. Airports in a changing environment: how to regulate? Pablo Mendes de Leon, Leiden University, 2012


79. Is the sky the limit? Legal aspects of flying tourist into outer space from Hato airport, Curaçao. Ben Droste, Aerospace Foundation & Frans G. von der Dunk, University of Nebraska, 2012


2013 Montreal (23 topics)

85. A Day in the Life of an Airport Lawyer. Pierre Gagnon, Canada. Susana Carbajal, USA; Steve Michoulas, Canada & Philip G. Sunderland, USA. 2013


89. Airport Privatization and Business Models: What Brazil has and what Brazil needs. Respicio Espirito Santo, Brazil, 2013


92. Airports Council International’s current priorities”. Angela Gittens. ACI World, 2013

93. Airports Package. Update and looking forward. Alan Meneghetti, United Kingdom, 2013

94. Environmental law and sustainability in international aviation. Mr. Paul Dempsey, McGill University, 2013

95. Estado actual de la industria de las líneas aéreas. Patricio Sepulveda, IATA, 2013


98. Passengers Facilities Charges (PFC) increase and its impacts on airport development in the US. Monica R. Hargrove, ACI-NA, 2013


100. Slots: USA legal framework: Ownership- commercialization. Rebecca B. Mac Pherson, USA, 2013


103. Toward ICAO Airport charges policy review. Diego Gonzalez, Argentina 2013


105. Worldwide Airport Management, Germany, Michael Tegelhoff, 2013


2014 Buenos Aires (19 topics)


109. A method for resolving disputes during the execution of airports infrastructure projects. **María Laura Velazco. Partner, Cappellini & Asociados, Argentina, 2014.**

110. A useful airport law toolbox. **Brian Day, Barrister & Solicitor, Canada, 2014.**

111. Evolution of gun (personal firearms) carriage and related security concerns at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport. **Kimberly Patrick. Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), USA, 2014.**

112. Models Around The World: Fuel Consortiums, Fuelling Companies, FBOs. **Luis Felipe De Oliveira, IATA Regional Head Airport Inf. & Fuel, 2014.**

113. Doing business as an airport authority in Africa: The inside track. **Victor Arika, Chief Legal Officer, Kenya Airports Authority. 2014**

114. Legal aspects in case of wildlife strike: special reference to airport operator liability. **Ante Matijaca, World Birdstrike Association (WBA), Split Airport, Croatia, 2014.**

115. The tourist as airport user. **Julio Facal. Partner, Yelpo&Facal, Abogados, Uruguay, 2014.**

116. The tourist as airport user. **Gonzalo Casanova Ferro, Director, Argentina Tourism Ministry, 2014.**

117. Levelling the hills and valleys of European data protection law: The proposed new data protection regulation and an update on the existing law. **Alan Meneghetti, Partner, Locke Lord LLP, United Kingdom and Peter Urwantschky, Partner, Urwantschky Dangel Borst, Germany, 2014.**

118. It’s now or never in the most ambitious European Union’s Aviation Program. **Ilona Crommentuijn. Legal Counsel, Schiphol Group’s - WALA VP, The Netherlands, 2014.**

119. Airport risk: Management And Insurance: **Diego Savino - Zacharias Brokers – Argentina, 2014.**


121. Airport Insurance Coverage: Litigation and Settlement of environmental claims. **Christopher Barth, Partner, Locke Lord LLP, USA, 2014.**

122. Privatization and reverse privatization int the USA: Tools for private investment in a complex regulatory environment. **Peter Kirsch, Founding Partner. Kaplan Kirsch&Rockwell LLP, USA, 2014.**


125. Airport strategy in a multi transport combination (Air, road and rail). **Matthias Finger, Inst. of Tech and Public Policy(ITPP)/Univ of Lausanne, 2014.**
2015 Athens (12 topics)

127. AIRPORT SERVICE & COMPETITION. AIRPORT COMPETITION IN EU: IS THERE A NEED TO REVISIT THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT? Emmanuelle Maire, European Commission – DG MOVE Head of Internal Market & Airports Unit; Katerina Christodoulou, Your Legal Partners; Stamatis Varsamos, Attorney, AIA (2015)


129. AIRPORT SMS IMPLEMENTATION. ICAO REQUIREMENTS. PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION AND LEGAL LIMITATIONS IN USA AIRPORTS. Peter Kirsch, Partner, Kaplan-Kirsch-Rockwell (2015)

130. AIRPORT LAW. LASTED DEVELOPMENT IN ASIA. Hedva Melamed Fagadau, Senior Deputy Legal Advisor, Israel Airports Authority; Maria Grigoryan, Legal Counsel, Yerevan International Airport; Wahyuni Bahar, Bahar & Partners, Indonesia (2015)

131. PRIVATIZATION: CONCESSIONS AND AIRPORT OPERATORS IN LATINAMERICA & CARIBBEAN. Isabelle Lelieur, Legal Counsel, VINCI Airports; Olga Lucia Ramirez, Founder and President, ACDDA (Colombian Airport Law Association)

132. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AIRLINES AND AIRPORTS. Alan Meneghetti, Partner, LockeLord LLP, UK; Aniel P. Bangoer, Regulatory Officer- Legal Counsel, Schiphol Group; Claudia Hess, Partner, Urwantschky Dangel Borst – Attorneys at Law; Diego Gonzalez, Legal Manager, Aeropuertos Argentina 2000; Katia Avramidou, LL.M/Legal Counsel, Aegean Airlines; Marie-Christine Brochu, Assistant General Counsel, IATA (2015)

133. RPAS INDUSTRY. THIRD PARTY LIABILITY. INSURANCE. Dr. Christos Chrissanthis, Assistant Professor, University of Athens; Anna Masutti Partner, LS Lexjus Sinacta Italy – Attorneys at Law; Kinga Kolasa Sokolowska, THB Group, Poland (2015)

134. THE “CAR SHARING REVOLUTION”: HOW UBER, LYFT, ZIP CAR AND CAR2GO ARE CHALLENGING TRADITIONAL GROUND TRANSPORTATION MODELS AT AIRPORTS. Prof. Triant Flouris, Hellenic American University; Steve Michoulas, Director, Legal Service & Counsel, Vancouver Airport Authority (2015)


136. AIRPORT OPERATOR CIVIL LIABILITY: PRINCIPLES AND CASES. Moderator: Eugenia Paphathanasopoulou, Director Legal Affaires, AIA, Prof. Pablo Mendes de Leon, Director IIASL, University of Leiden (2015)

137. INSURANCE COVERAGE AND CYBER SECURITY ISSUES – POTENTIAL ISSUES UNDER AIRPORT OWNERS & OPERATORS’ INSURANCE. Garret Pendleton, Vice President, AIG Aerospace, Chris Barth, Partner, LockeLord LLP, USA (2015)
AIR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION. APPLICATION OF AN EMERGING TECHNOLOGY IN SUPPORT OF LEGAL CASES. Paul Jenkins, J2 Aircraft (2015)